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We dwell in a labyrinth of architectural wonders.

The concrete jungle is sturdy, and its infrastructure and 
wireless connectivity are a technical marvel. Silvery, 
grainy, and pearly grey – it is so versatile that it can pair 
with anything and go well with everything. Shades of 
dark white and light black interweave with lines of 
simplicity and complexity. 

Daylight brings out the true colours of our city life as 
represented by the velvety sand of beaches that frames 
the coastline. Shimmering waves of our harbours form 
the backdrop for bridges and highways. 

The joy of urban living comes when we colour our 
homes and our lives with love, long-lasting friendship, 
fun and creativity. We should trust one another and 
motivate each other to build a supportive community 
and bring vibrancy to the city we call home.

Positive value(s) and attitude(s):
Appreciation

Positive message(s):
Let’s appreciate what is around us with an artistic eye, hope 
and optimism. Cherish the human bonding amongst us. 

modern concrete    Eddie Tay

i try for colour 
but the city’s concrete does not allow me 

concrete is modern as airports 
bridges pavements and the river still 
a river and functional 

the cars gleam silver like fishes 

i try for colour 
but the city’s concrete does not allow me 

the new hermit 
a snail of a shell is modern and not seen 
like wi fi 

he lives within a mountain
 of pigeon flats 
holes in an economy of a few million snails 
by the bank of pale water 

the cars gleam silver like fishes 

i try for colour 
but the city’s concrete does not allow me 

so here’s the housing project in chunks 
with mended words 

the cars gleam silver like fishes

“modern concrete” was published in Dreaming Cities by Eddie
Tay, p.55. Copyrights © 2016 by Eddie Tay. Reprinted by
permission of the poet.

A visual representation of "modern concrete" by Eddie Tay


